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UCL President & Provost, Professor Michael Arthur, gives an update on the COVID-19
activity taking place across UCL and tells us of his pride in how our alumni have come together
to support one another and the world's response to the pandemic.

UCL's response to COVID-19
Designs for the UCL-Ventura breathing aid, a
Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP)
device worked on by UCL scientists and Formula
One, have been made freely available to support
the response to COVID-19 – with approximately
1,500 licences granted globally to-date. UCL has
also deployed the world's most powerful
supercomputers to accelerate the development
of COVID-19 treatments.
Thanks to the incredible support of alumni and friends, we have raised over £306,000 for the
UCL Coronavirus Response Fund. All gifts to the Fund, no matter the amount, will support vital
COVID-19 research to help find solutions to this unprecedented challenge and enable UCL
academics to provide critical advice and expert comment to the government and public.
To support students who are most financially vulnerable at this challenging time, we have also
launched a new UCL Emergency Assistance Fund. In addition to donations from our friends
around the world, UCL has provided £100,000 as a starting contribution to the Fund.

UCL on demand
Podcasts and programmes that you might find informative and interesting

Coronavirus: The Whole Story

Crystal Balls and Coronavirus

Hosted by alumna Vivienne Parry OBE, the

Dr Hannah Fry (UCL Centre for Advanced

first episode of UCL Minds' new podcast

Spatial Analysis) speaks on the Numberphile

series 'Coronavirus: The Whole Story'

podcast about her forecast of the current

explores what happens in an intensive care

pandemic, which she made two years ago.

unit (ICU).

Listen online >>

Listen online >>

#MadeAtUCL: Suzie McCarthy

Bergen-Belsen liberation: 75 years on

UCL graduate Suzie McCarthy talks to

UCL's Centre for Holocaust Education marks

the researchers answering life's big questions

the 75th anniversary of the liberation of the

– from green infrastructure to AI, space

Bergen-Belsen concentration camp, featuring

exploration and treating cancer.

the stories of survivors and liberators.

Listen online >>

View online >>

Globally United
Xi and Gary in Shenzhen: 'stay strong'
As we navigate the impact of COVID-19, we're
inviting UCL alumni around the world to share
ideas, resources and words of advice through
our Globally United video series.
This time, we hear from Xi and Gary in
Shenzhen, China, where restrictions are
easing gradually.
Gary Huang (MSc Human Computer Interaction with Ergonomics 2009) and Xi Zhang (MSc
International Public Policy 2013) found that focusing on professional advice helped them feel
informed and prepared during “tough times”.
If you'd like to submit your own Globally United video, please contact alumni@ucl.ac.uk detailing
your professional background, role and response to the coronavirus pandemic.

More UCL alumni news

Fancy a coffee?

Become a digital volunteer today

This week we introduced UCL's Coffee

Whether you can spare ten hours or ten

Connect, an initiative which matches alumni

minutes, it's now even easier to share your

and students and invites them to connect,

time, experience and insight with students and

network and learn from one another over a

peers: we've just launched an exciting range

virtual hot drink.

of digital opportunities for alumni volunteers.

Find out more >>

Volunteer now >>

The UCL Alumni Volunteering Awards
are open

Alumni stories: Dr Bryony Mathew

Submit your nominations for Alumni Volunteer

diplomat and children's author. Here, she

of the Year and Alumni Group / Network of the

details her remarkable journey, the inspiration

Year by 1 May, and we'll announce the winners

behind her 'Awesome Career Books', and her

during Volunteers' Week (1-5 June)!

role in responding to the coronavirus outbreak.

Find out more >>

Read Bryony's story >>

Dr Bryony Mathew is a neuroscientist,

Whilst you're here...
We’re making exciting changes to our alumni communications and want you to be a part of
them. To ensure that you continue to hear about UCL news and events, and receive your new,
digital Portico magazine, please make sure you opt in here.

Visit the UCL Alumni website: www.ucl.ac.uk/alumni
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